The project SMILE - Soft Mobility Integrated Learning in English
SMILE is an European project co-funded by the Erasmus+ programme and coordinated by the
Italian non-profit association ReBike ALTERmobility, active since several years for the
promotion of sustainable urban mobility in Rome. The project involves partners from five
European countries: Italy, Greece, Macedonia, Lithuania and Belgium. All the organisations
involved cooperate with primary schools at local level and contributed to the development
of a course which is based on three main pillars:
1. Use of non-formal education techniques at school;
2. Promotion sustainable mobility principles;
3. Adoption of CLIL methodology (Content and Language Integrated Learning).

The course is composed by 12 didactic modules in which the bicycle is used as a learning
tool to teach English while promoting sustainable mobility. The main product of the project is
the SMILE toolkit, including a teaching handbook and all learning materials jointly designed
and produced by partners. The project also put the basis for the establishment of a European
network of schools and civil society organizations willing to promote multilingualism and
sustainability principles among the youngest generations.

FINAL EVENT
16th September 2017, Città dell’Altra Economia (Largo Dino Frisullo 1, Roma)
After two years developing and piloting the didactic modules, the SMILE toolkit is ready now and will
be presented to the public during an event that will take place in Rome on Saturday, September 16th,
within the Città dell’Altra Economia (Largo Dino Frisullo 1, Rome). The event will be a unique
opportunity to get in touch with the SMILE network and participate in various activities that will be
organized, targeted to both children and adults. In summary, the day includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

presentation of the SMILE toolkit

presentation of the organizations involved and the activities carried out
workshops for children

a photographic exhibition of the cyclist and photographer Agnese Samà about the RomeAthens bike ride, conceived and made in 2016 by Claudio Mancini, journalist and cyclo-activist;
The urban bike tour "Pedals and Murals" to discover the masterpieces of the street art in the
Roman outskirts
other surprises to discover

The event is mainly addressed to primary school teachers, pupils and families and is open to all
associations and citizens who, in a different way, deal with sustainability, environmental education
and teaching.

The final program will be broadcast at the beginning of September and will be published on the official
website of the SMILE project www.smile-project.eu
WOULD YOU LIKE TO CONTRIBUTE TO THE ORGANISATION?

Would you like to share your best practice, present your project or organise a workshop for
children during the event? If you want to give your contribution, please contact our team at
euro@altermobility.it

YOU CAN REGISTER TO THE EVENT AT THIS LINK: www.eventbrite.it/e/biglietti-eventofinale-smile-36357033867

FACEBOOK EVENT HERE: www.facebook.com/events/1818049501840237/
For further information:
www.altermobility.it

www.facebook.com/ReBike.AM
www.facebook.com/SMILEKA2

